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Traditional loyalty programs are woefully lacking in the features needed to deliver 

operator insight. That’s beginning to change.
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NEW FRICTIONLESS TECHNOLOGY GIVES RESTAURANTS 
100-PERCENT VISIBILITY INTO CUSTOMER BEHAVIOR

Quick-service restaurant operators understand the value of a loyalty program, 

and many have deployed at least one loyalty program and/or app over 

the past few years. There’s a good reason: According to New York-based 

consulting firm Brand Keys, a boost of just 7% in loyalty can increase lifetime 

profits per diner by 85%, and a 3% increase in engagement is comparable to a 

10% across-the-board cost reduction program.

What they may not know, though, is that many of those programs typically 

only reach fewer than 5% of customers. 

“That’s a real challenge, because those people are already your most loyal 

customers,” said Tom Byrnes, VP of Marketing at LedgerPay.

LedgerPay, a Quisitive company, is an innovative payment processing and 

Payments Intelligence™ platform and data insights company whose solutions 

are designed to optimize a merchant’s consumer engagement operations 

through the innovative use of payment transaction data.

“The challenge for QSRs is that they spend a lot on processing, but each 

transaction only yields an approve or deny, so you’re not getting a lot of  

data and you’re  certainly not getting any sort of trend analysis in terms 

of category preferences,” Byrnes said. “It’s a very limited window into your 

customer’s behavior.”

There’s a tremendous amount of missed opportunities when it comes to 

engaging customers with a loyalty program. Between a lack of enrollment 

and churn in existing membership, restaurants have a tremendous blind 

spot in terms of  who their diners are, what they like to eat, where and how 

often they come in. Plus, all of the “rewards” offers are generic and nothing is 

personalized. It’s clear a new approach is needed.

 

“Between a lack 

of enrollment and 

churn in existing 

membership, 

restaurants have a 

tremendous blind 

spot in terms of  who 

their diners are, what 

they like to eat, where 

and how often they 

come in.”

https://customerthink.com/brand-keys-2019-customer-loyalty-engagement-index-identifies-secret-to-lasting-loyalty/
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A loyalty overview

Traditional loyalty programs generally take one of a few forms. 

The original loyalty program was the punch card, where a diner had their 

card punched after every visit, with a certain number of visits resulting in a 

reward such as a free lunch. Such programs required the diner to keep track 

of the card, and to remember to have the card punched during their visit. 

Unfortunately, because anyone could punch the cards, they were 

susceptible to fraud. And because punch cards appealed primarily 

to existing loyal customers, they weren’t likely to have any impact on 

revenue. They also didn’t provide any insight into either customer behavior 

or menu preferences.

Over time, those programs evolved into the so-called “drop punch” 

programs, which leverage a scan card on one’s key chain or the customer’s 

phone number (or in the modern world, an email address) to track  

rewards. Although asking customers to provide a phone number or email 

address with every purchase does allow a merchant to track a customer’s 

history, in today’s privacy-aware world it can come across as inconvenient 

if not offensive.

 

“Although asking 
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Then there are mobile apps, which have their own challenges. According to 

mobile intelligence startup Quettra, the average mobile app loses 95% of its 

active user base within 90 days. And research firm Colloquy says nearly 54% of 

loyalty memberships in restaurants go inactive within the first year, with 28% 

of app holders never earning enough points to redeem a reward.

These programs tend to attract customers who pride themselves on 

outsmarting loyalty programs. Many have a dozen or more different rewards 

accounts and, since most rely on similar structures, they “know how the game 

is played” and use the programs as simply a way to receive a discount on their 

dining purchase.

Personalization drives profits

One of the biggest failings of loyalty programs is that in most cases, the 

benefits are impersonal. The rewards are likely to be generic, one-size-fits-all 

affairs that may or may not be relevant to a customer. A program that rewards 

a vegetarian who comes in for the great salad bar with a coupon for a free 

burger, for example, is of no value to either the customer or the operator.

If there’s one thing customers desire in their interactions with businesses, 

it’s personalization. According to statistics compiled by Forbes, 80% 

of consumers are more likely to purchase from a brand that provides 

 

“... 80% of consumers are 

more likely to purchase 

from a brand that 

provides personalized 

experiences...”

https://andrewchen.com/new-data-shows-why-losing-80-of-your-mobile-users-is-normal-and-that-the-best-apps-do-much-better/
https://www.cnbc.com/2017/07/21/what-to-do-when-a-rewards-program-isnt-so-rewarding.html
https://www.forbes.com/sites/blakemorgan/2020/02/18/50-stats-showing-the-power-of-personalization/?sh=560e717e2a94
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personalized experiences, and 91% say they are more likely to shop with 

brands that provide offers and recommendations that are relevant to them. 

On the other side of the restaurant counter, 80% of companies report seeing 

an uplift in sales since implementing personalization. 

Bottom line, personalized promotions drive desired behavior instead of 

providing discounts for existing behavior. James Becker, vice president of 

business development and strategic partnerships at LedgerPay, suggests 

that while a restaurant chain might not need to incentivize its loyal breakfast 

customers to return in the morning, giving them an offer to visit at lunch or 

dinner might be just the ticket to increasing sales.

The challenge for operators, then, is finding a way to deliver personalized 

loyalty rewards with little or no effort on the part of the customer. That’s 

where LedgerPay’s platform can benefit an operator. 

LedgerPay works by creating anonymous, individualized profiles based on the 

customer’s payment card, without the need to opt in for a loyalty program. 

When a customer pays for their purchase at a kiosk, POS, or other payment 

terminal, their payment card information and purchase details are captured 

and encrypted, effectively stripping it of any identifying information and 

stored in a secure cloud-based database. Stripping away those identifiers 

ensures that both the card and any personal information is kept secure, 

eliminates compliance issues.

 

“Bottom line, 

personalized promotions 

drive desired behavior 

instead of providing 

discounts for  

existing behavior.”
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The platform builds an individual-but anonomyzed customer profile over 

time with each order and, when that card is used for a future purchase, the 

platform can present real-time targeted offers based on that customer’s past 

purchase history and preferences. 

Operators can run A:B tests between individual restaurants, testing which 

promotions work and which ones don’t. Machine learning continually helps 

improve the accuracy and performance of offers, so offers become more and 

more specific to that customer with every purchase. What’s more, customer and 

category data can be shared with CPG brands, creating a new revenue stream.

LedgerPay can then deliver personalized promotional offers in real time at 

the kiosk, on a receipt, at the POS terminal or, if they are already enrolled in 

a restaraunt’s loyalty program, even to the customer’s mobile device. Rather 

than offering a standard 10% discount or buy-one-get-one promotion, 

LedgerPay’s artificial intelligence features can create customized offers that 

are more likely to incentivize guest behavior, or it can make offers that align 

with the brand’s goals. Unlike some programs that require the installation of 

proprietary equipment, LedgerPay is platform-agnostic, so restaurants can 

continue using their existing POS, payment processors, and loyalty programs.

So rather than rewarding a regular breakfast customer by giving them a 

discount on the behavior in which they’re already likely to engage, the 

operator can provide an incentive to them to visit outside of their normal 

times. Instead of reducing sales by discounting existing behavior, the platform 

increases sales by encouraging new behavior through personalized offers that 

they are highly likely to redeem.

And because that pool of information is continually growing, operators are 

provided with a host of analytics and insights into the way consumers interact 

with their brand. 

“We’re doing for brick-and-mortar what Amazon did for online commerce,” 

Becker said. “Not only do we help restaurants target the right customers,  

but we also give their marketing departments complete granular visibility 

into the preferences of individual customers, which they can use to create 

new strategies.”

 

“ Instead of reducing 

sales by discounting 
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Features of the LedgerPay loyalty platform

• 

Complete visibility into the behaviors of every card-paying 

customer with no enrollment or opt-in

• 

Collect and analyze complete order, including line item/SKU detail 

on every transaction.

• 

for any transaction.

• 

Communicate with customers through multiple devices —  

POS receipt, POS screen, phone, and more.

• 

Individually target customers based on their actual purchase and 

category preference data.

• 

purchase while the customer is still in-store.

• 

Customized promotions increase accuracy, acceptance rates,  

• 


